8. Since the Onboard token will release after the platform is out, will QBIT be the only token
available for purchase at first?
Yes-when we launch the Onboard platform the only token that will be available for purchase within the
first 4 weeks is QBIT.
More data will be provided in the near future regarding times and dates of further project releases.
9. Why is there a gap between the platform launch and the governance token launch?
This is to give an exclusive opportunity for QBIT to be purchased and for it to gain further notoriety.
10. What's the timeline for the release of IOS and Android apps for Onboard?
The apps for both 1OS and Android will be coming, although dates are yet to be confirmed.
As a broad answer, they will arrive in 2022.
11. Which credit card issuing countries will be able to benefit from Onboard?
Click to see the countries that can access Onboard.
12. How are you going to ensure new users trust the platform and it's security, particularly when
importing their wallet via seed phrase?
Given our track record with Project Quantum and those that we are partnered with, we hope to have
demonstrated that we are serious in what we're here to achieve.
With the above aside, an entirely new wallet can be created within Onboard rather than using your own.
You will not need to give us your seed phrase if you do not feel comfortable doing so. A good solution to
this is to make an entirely new wallet to buy on Onboard and from which you could transfer to your main
wallet.
13. Will you be able to sell QBIT on Onboard for another cryptocurrency?
Yes-an off-ramp will be implemented so that it's possible to sell your cryptocurrency from the Onboard
platform.
14. Can Onboard be purchased with other forms of cryptocurrency and not solely with a credit
card?
Yes-you can purchase with other cryptocurrencies which are integrated with the Onboard platform.
You will be able to purchase with BNB, Ethereum and Polygon. There will be more options added in the
future.

